This paper is based on the particle filter for discrete particle track prediction theory, analyses the motion of animation with the methods of picking key points and predicting motion trace by utilizing particle filter. The behavior model has been built for the already existing animation character. During the research, the thesis realized using existed animation motion trace model to drive a similar figure and create a new animation.
Introduction
In the recent years, digital media technology, IP network technology, the 3G mobile communication technology and cultural and creative industries develop rapidly, and more and more combine closely together. Then it triggers the people's demand for the real time and high quality multimedia data transmission, new media production methods (especially the computer animation production) and new man-machine interaction. The demand in turn puts forward higher request for media processing technology. A given model analysis of the movement is the most basic and important for the media processing. The basic action characteristics analysis of dynamic video, not only can help understand video behavior, but also can be used for similar behavior imitation between similar objects. So this paper will focus on the research of model based behavior driven related algorithm and program realization.
Motion Capture and Behavior Driven
The behavior capture and model driven emphasis is on the moving object segmentation and the analysis of the needed track of the object movement. This kind of the capture problem can be shown on Fig. 1 . In the animation video target behavior tracking, the application of motion capture field and the description of status quo, video target tracking, and motion capture is a basic research. It appeared many tracking algorithm. The proposed standards and classification was different, often results were not the same. No matter how behavior capture is, it can't be inseparable from a few key points of the physical motion, center of gravity, trajectory, edge outline, problems such as object properties [1] . So the movement behavior capture so long as can solve these core problems, it can achieve model, and then similar object can be driven by the model. Most of the animation makers are not willing to use model driven but directly use pencil or computer lever for art, because it is very difficult to establish the animation object model and get better behavior capture. This is why the job is difficult to rise at home and abroad. Along with the development of particle filters in recent years, it simplifies the way of extracting motion point information frame by frame, greatly liberates the labor force of modeling and makes computation more intelligent. It can be get rid of that only 3D can use the model driven way. The 2 D animation also can realize the way of using motion model and can make similar animation objects driven by model become a reality [2] . Animation Object Behavior Capture. In the field of animation object capture and tracking statistical model, in recent years the Particle Filter as a kind of nonlinear filtering algorithm, has become a mainstream, object-oriented tracking algorithm because of getting rid of the restrictive condition of Gaussian distribution. Choosing particle filter as the animation object behavior capture algorithm will enhance the ability of the object tracking, make capture mode more perfect and make it easy to input data while building model. The Particle Filter performs a recursive Bayesian filtering algorithm through the Monte Carlo Sampling. The key idea is using a group of random samples with weights and signifying a Posterior Density Function PDF based on these sample estimates. When the sample is very big, the estimate will be equal to PDF [3] . The particle filter can extract motion model from the dynamic image. This model will drive other object to finish similar movement. This can greatly reduce object tedious physical attributes in motion and simple the form of image motion capture, shown as Target Model Building. Target tracking process is random, nonlinear, the problem can be described as: in a given a set of observation condition, do the Bayesian estimation to the target motion state [4] . So you make the target tracking problem abstract for the state vector estimate. The state vector used to describe the location of the object, speed, acceleration and outline and other information. A dynamic system needs at least two reference models. One model is to describe the state which changes over time, the other is observation model which is the state related.
Because the classic particle filter is based on Bayesian tracking algorithm, using prior probability, estimate the moving targets state probability, and through the latest observation data to fixed target state distribution. The essence of estimate problem is under the premise of the acquisition of all the observed data at t moment and before t moment, to use the system state model to predict state prior probability density, to use the recent observations to update and get the posterior probability of t moment P (X t | Z 1: t ). The tracking process includes condition forecasting, data association, and state updates. The current state is related of the recent past state only, and regardless of the status of the earlier. And the first state probability density is used Gaussian distribution as the initial value [5] . So they can work out forecast position frame by frame, get motion vector, establish the model matrix and facilitate the dynamic behavior driven of the similar object [6] . Behavior Driven Of Moving Object. The driven model matrix is get after filtering based on the dynamic behavior. The similar objects, according to the same algorithm, will be tracked by similar particle filter. The data within the matrix will be used to similar object which lets objects look in the Advanced Engineering Forum Vols. 6-7 trajectory of the model based same movement. Because after the particle filter, the matrix not only includes contour information, but also includes the next frame position vector, so it can be used for similar object, predict the trend of next frame and give effect drive to the similar object [7] .
In the behavior driven of objects, it is to establish similarity between the driven object and the model object [8] . After all, in the object model, just to point trajectory to carry on the forecast, no way to change it movement way and movement form. For example a tiger can't drive a hippopotamus heavy running condition, because both the consistent physical movement and inconsistencies of volume and form can't become unity. So a tiger can drive a vigorous leopard running, this part of the form is almost unanimously similar between each other and the effect of drive is really good.
Technology Realization

Video Analysis And Looking For Contour.
Video Analysis. In the video analysis section, we think out two kind of way. The first way is automatic using the decoding information during compression for analysis; another way is using artificial way to mark the key points on the contour after video image is analytical out and analyzing video. The realize speed of the first kind of way is more quickly than the second one, but some key points selected of the outline is not ideal which influences subsequent frames analysis. Although the second method is trouble, but it can directly get the animation character key information which makes further analysis accuracy greatly improved. It is more feasible method of analysis. So in the realization of the program, we choose the second method for the video analysis.
Looking for Contour. There is a significant change between different areas of image around the contour. Contour is formed by the lightness suddenly change. Contour is a shape of any border or shape line. In the contour looking for, because program only recognize that points, so we must extract video information of the marked points, especially the information of α channel and RGB information. This is very important for establishing the observed equation later, shown as Fig. 3 .
Figure 3:Extraction of contour information
Due to the contour information is formed by obvious change in some area, we must pay attention to the contrast of object and background. According to contour is visible or not, whether to have the other form, the contour is divided into the objective and subjective contour. For the objective contour, there is sudden changes to contour point lightness differential, it is visible, notably, such as Mach belt; For subjective contour, there is no sudden change to contour point lightness differential, for some reason, people will see the contour. And in a 2D graphics, the contour has the rich information. The steepest curvature changes or the biggest part of the contour is the greatest information concentration place, and direction consistent part of the contour is the place with the greatest superfluous information. So we must specially need to pay attention to RGB threshold selection of the contour. By this way, the contour will be obtained, the information of contour will be very rich, convenient for trajectory prediction.
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Particle Filter Nonlinear Movement Prediction.
Motion Equation Establishment.In the particle filter, establish motion equation is very important, here we use Sequential Important Sampling (SIS) to create motion equation. Eq. 1 contains the angle and part deformation offset that a movement has, which is applicable to the cartoon movement track prediction when moving range is not a lot. In the formula, y (t) is for prediction, x (t) is for particle key point of motion equation , v is for process noise, w is for observation noise.
y t = x t − 1 + + 8 cos 3v + w
In the movement equation, it is not difficult to see the selected formula is based on a nonlinear particle trajectory estimation. Each point motion embodied in formula is desultorily and there is no law, which accords with the nonlinear irregular movement pattern of animation movement. It is easy to see the forecast track in the realization of program, very clearly shows that there is no regularity among the various points and meets the disorder of the animation movement track.
The establishment of the observed equation. Observation equation is to point to functional relationship between observation and estimated parameters. The purpose of observation equation is to assist the motion equation and achieve the purpose of prediction. Observation is generally determined. In the author's program, observation is RGB and α channel. RGB and α channel value of the general object in moving won't have too big change, of course, possible from the sunlight place into the shadows, then threshold will have a change, but the RGB model between the overall trend will remain the same, which is convenient for observation.
In the observation equation, the chosen parameter is RGB values. When the RGB value of particle point of a frame is the same as the RGB value got in previous frame in a certain threshold, then think the two particle point is identical and the key point of a frame after a frame is the same as the key points of previous frame. Using RGB value as observation more than gray histogram is more suitable for each point observation and gets greater accuracy.
Figure 4: Motion model based behavior driven
Model based behavior driven. Behavior driven part is the last part of the whole program realization. The first is to select a similar object, which will achieve a good result. Secondly, the selected similar object also needs to take key point with the contour. In this case the application of the motion equation can be much better for one-to-one match. As Fig. 5 shows, it is the corresponding relation of the movement model, the more accurate corresponding points are, the clearer the corresponding relations are, the more perfect the drive effect is.
When motion equation matrix is got, motion matrix X can be used as a template to drive a new similar object. Assume that all the points of the new object in motion are one-to-one matching motion matrix X, we can get the first frame key point set Y, and drive first frame corresponding key points in the matrix X operation to get transition matrix P. This can come to drive equation Eq. 2. Using the drive equation can work out the motion matrix of the new object. After getting motion matrix, we can use contour and key points to reply color and then get the new image. Drive process effect is shown as Fig. 4 and the same movement driven completion of the new animation is shown as Fig. 5 .
Y=P*X (2)
Advanced Engineering Forum Vols. 6-7 3) extract the first frame of the video; 4) find the movement capture key object of the first frame ; 5) mark the key points of selected key object ; 6) use prediction formula, use the particle filter algorithm and predict the position of the key point in next frame;
7) obtain the trajectory by matching each point 's RGB information of each frame; 8) obtain the track matrix of movement; 9) select a similar object; 10)use drive equation to drive the new object motion state, forming the new animation.
